The Joint Theater Level Simulation (JTLS) is a hex based simulation modeling joint and combined forces. Its focus is the theater level of operations.
JTLS OVERVIEW
The fmus of JTLS is theater level conflict.
Its automated features and consolidated and aggregated reports are targeted towards a Joint Task Force (JTF) commander, and his sta& level of training audience. OriginaUy designed and written as an analysis tool, JTLS has evolved into a robust training exercise driver with application in course of action analysis.
Recent major changes have marked the development of JTLS. The most significant of these are its change from a traditional two-sided, to a multi-sided model with a database definable number of sides from two to ten. Also significant has been its move to an open system (POSIX) environment, and the addition of a point and click graphical user interface using the Graphical Input Aggregate Control (GIAC) system. These changes have been made while retaining its robust air, ground, naval, intelligence and logistics capabilities. It is a constructive simulation using Lanchestrian attrition for ground combat and stochastic processes for individual weapons employed from specific platforms (i.e., aircraft munitions, explicit artille~fire, surface-to-air missiles, etc.). Its large 2,000 nautical mile (NM) by 2,000 NM play box, allows large force employment and intra-theater logistical operations. In keeping pace with this modern visio~JTLS version 1.85B has moved from a two side4 conflict oriented simulation to a model capable of simulating up to 10 unique sides. Each side is defined by its color, its leader, and its relationship to each of the other sides.
The side relationships are specified for all sides and may be non-symmetric, i.e., just because we think side "white" is a friend, they may think of us as enemy. Figure 1 Table 4 shows an example probability of identification matrix for a three sided scenario.
In this ease, side 1 has an 85% probability of properly ident@ing its own aircraft and a 15'70 probability of miss identitkation spread across the other three possible states. Combat Air Patrol (CAP) missions, AWACS, escort and other air missions can be used to maintain control of air Lines of Communication (LOC). CAP missions can be set to automatically intercept and engage (based on side relationship and ROE) or they may be manually paired against unkno~suspect or enemy air tracks.
Intelligence collection assets can be managed to help ident@ possible threats to LOCS. Ground security forces may be dispatched to deal with these threats. Response may take various forms, from small, SOF team actions to large, battalion or brigade sized rear area force actions.
SUMMARY
The till range of possible applications for JTLS in MOOTW are quite large. They luwe only been touched upon here. Its' multi-sided flexible architecture allows for investigating many of the challenges involved with coalition operations.
As user demand for MOOTW capabilities within constmctive simulations increase, more functionality specifically aimed to support these demands will be included in JTLS.
